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OVERVIEW

After posting another weekly gain of almost 2% last week, the S&P
500 is now up 7.5% since Russia formally invaded Ukraine on
2/24/22. The index trimmed its losses for the year to -4.7%.

Investors continue to sift through a steep wall of market crosscurrents
ranging from the Fed and Inflation to Oil and Ukraine. There has been
increased commentary and headlines surrounding the interest rate yield
curve inverting and how it relates to economic recessions. Our current
base case is for no imminent recession based on a number of
recessionary indicators including the various yield-curves and others such
as the Bloomberg and Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions indexes.

Other important indicators we track include the “3/10ths Unemployment
Rule” *, and the trends in the ISM Manufacturing index and initial jobless
claims to name a few. The labor market is strong and household balance
sheets are in good shape. Despite this generally favorable fundamental
picture, we recognize stocks are garnering less valuation support from
interest rates and the yield curve.

YIELD CURVE OVERVIEW AND THE
FED’S MAY MEETING

Last week Fed Chairman Jerome Powell signaled a 0.50% rate hike is on
the table for the Fed’s next Meeting in May. Following the comments,
futures traders bumped up the odds of a 0.50% May rate hike to just over
50-50 odds. Shorter term yields moved up further last week following the
comments from Powell.

One of the big risks correlated with Fed rate hikes is when the Fed
funds rate is pushed higher than longer-term Treasury yields, giving
to the name “yield curve inversion”, which means shorter maturity
securities out-yield longer maturity securities. There are several
types of yield curves though so the devil is in the details.
Over the long run in normal economic times the yield curve generally
slopes upward. An inversion in some areas of the yield curve are
important economic indicators as an inverted yield curve has
preceded every recession since the 1970s. It can be years before
the actual recession occurs though in some instances, and in
addition the Fed’s asset buying program (i.e., QE or quantitive
easing) may skew these inversions.
The 10-yr Treasury minus the 2-yr Treasury yield curve is the most
widely talked about yield curve in media headlines. While this curve
has a great track record, its faced with the potential for an apples-to-
oranges comparison due to the Fed’s relatively new asset buying
program (i.e., quantitive easing) enacted during the Great Recession
of 2008. This curve is close to inverting while other predictive curves
are not close such as the 10-yr Treasury minus 3-month T-bill, and
the 3-month forward 18-month T-bill minus the 3-month T-bill (see
next section)
Since the 2008 Recession, the Federal Reserve has been propping
up the economy by keeping its crucial short-term federal funds rate
near zero, and by quantitative easing where it has been buying
Treasury securities to help keep longer-term rates down like the 10-
yr US Treasury. Until just weeks ago in early March the central bank
was still buying longer-dated Treasuries, helping to keep their prices
high and yields low. Now faced with inflation the Fed is raising its
benchmark interest rate. The 2-yr Treasury yield is highly correlated
to these interest rate hikes.

OTHER YIELD CURVES TO WATCH
BEYOND THE 10-YR MINUS 2-YR

There are some potential skewed yield curve inversions due to the Fed’s
asset buying program (QE) and with it, the rise of other important yield
curves we are watching:

The 10-yr Treasury minus the 3-month T-bill. This curve also has a
great track record of predicting recessions, but is still far from
inverting.
The 3-month forward 18-month T-bill minus the 3-month T-bill. This
curve has arguably the best track record of predicting recessions
and is also still far from inverting. It isn’t skew buy the Fed’s long-
dated asset purchases.

 

Because the 10-year Treasury yield has been in a secular decline since
the mid-80s, the Fed’s ability to raise short-term has been constrained.
The Fed has never started a rate hiking campaign when the yield curve
has been this flat. While yes, the Fed is finally set to reverse some of its
asset-purchase holdings, the pace of the reduction is too slow to
materially impact longer dated yields in the near term.

MARKET LEVELS WE ARE
WATCHING

As shown in the chart above, the next area of resistance on the upside for
the S&P 500 is around 4,595 (red line.) Support lies between 4,115-4,270
(green lines.)

Recall these are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold
on to or fall below. Resistance and support levels can be the 50- and 200-
day moving averages as well as other technical levels such as previous
market highs or lows.

ITS ALL ABOUT PERSPECTIVE

The truth is, there’s always good news and bad news if you dig deep
enough into the paper. For every international crisis, there’s a medical
breakthrough. Each victory has a counteracting problem when you step
back and take a look at the big picture. Does this mean that we should just
shut off the news and let things happen? No, it’s good to stay informed.
Keeping all of that information in perspective, though, can be difficult. If
you aren’t careful, it can lead to emotional or rash decision-making.

Your financial strategy, for instance, has been developed with the “big
picture” in mind. Many things can happen in that time, and our strategy
gives room for those events to rise, take place, and then fall into the
rearview.

Keeping it all in perspective can be tough at times, but this is one of the
many reasons you aren’t going it alone.
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* The “3/10ths Unemployment Rule” – not signaling recession – This rule
has shown to have strong historical predictive power for recessions. The
indicator has shown that, when the three-month average in the
unemployment rate rises by +0.3% from its cycle low, a recession is on
the horizon. Currently though, recent unemployment reports have shown
the opposite with continued drops in the unemployment rate.
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